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During
the 1920s,
the design
and con-

struction of some
military aircraft
came about in un-
usual ways. For both
the Army and Navy,
range was becoming of
greater importance as each
service wished to increase
global projection. During
September 1924, the Navy issued a requirement
for a large flying boat that would be capable of flying from
San Francisco to Hawaii — this was no small task since
the powerplants of the time period were not particularly
efficient or reliable for such a long flight. In Philadelphia,
the Naval Aircraft Factory (NAF) began work on a pre-
liminary design. The NAF had been created in response to
the possible aircraft supply problems that service would
face upon America’s entry into the Great War. The US
Army would issue huge orders for aircraft and the Navy
reasoned that their rather small aviation requirements
would be met with limited interest from manufacturers.

The decision was made to build a Navy-owned factory
that would thus ensure a secure method and location for
some of the service’s aircraft needs. The NAF would also
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Majestic sight of the Boeing PB-1
(BuNo A-6881) during a test flight in
early August 1925. Compared to
other lumbering flying boats of the
same time period, the Naval
Aircraft Factory and Boeing both
had given considerable thought to
streamlining the aircraft as much as
possible. This was done so that the
design could achieve its 2500-mile
specified range.

give the Navy
a factory where advances in aero-
nautics could be studied and experimental aircraft
built and tested. Also, the NAF would be able to formu-
late cost data in order to better deal with private industry.

Secretary of Navy Josephus Daniels, on 27 July 1917,
approved the creation of the NAF and a contract was let on 6
August of that year. Ground was broken at the Philadelphia
Naval Shipyard’s League Island four-days later and the entire
plant was completed on 28 November 1917 — just 110-days
after ground-breaking. NAF management had been instructed
that their first priority would be to build patrol flying boats
and license production for the Curtiss H-16 was initiated. On
27 March 1918, the first NAF H-16 was completed and test

flown — 228-days after ground breaking and 151-days from
receipt of drawings from Curtiss.

On 2 April, the first two NAF-built H-16s were
shipped to their operating base at Royal Naval Air Station
Killingholme in England. After WWI, when the 1922 US
Navy aircraft designation system came into effect, the sec-

ond letter of the codes assigned to the manufacturer
appropriately specified the letter N for all designs

coming from the NAF.
During 1922, full-scale production of
outside designs ended and the NAF

began concentrating on the testing
and evaluation of aircraft —

including both the modifica-
tion to outside types and

all-new in-house
designs. Then,

successful de-

signs were turned over to pri-
vate industry for production. This change in focus meant
that some of the production buildings were no longer in
use and these became warehouses for the huge amount of
unused aircraft, parts, and engines from the Great War.

During 1922/23, the NAF undertook fabrication of the
massive airship USS Shenandoah (ZR-1). Components
were then shipped to NAS Lakehurst, New Jersey, for
assembly since that location had the only hangar in the
USA big enough for the project. Thus, when the request
to design a new large flying boat came along, the NAF had
plenty of experience in the design of large components.

Basic design work would use the talents of Isaac
Machlin “Mac” Laddon who had been born in 1894 and
was educated at McGill University in Montreal. Fascinated
with the developing science of aeronautics, he joined the
US Air Service Experimental and Engineering Test Center
at McCook Field, Ohio, in 1916 and within two-years he
had become chief designer for all large aircraft develop-
ment. While there he was responsible for the hideous
Army GA-X twin-engine triplane ground attack aircraft.
Created in the days of trench warfare, these aircraft were
meant to attack ground troops from low-level and were
hence heavily armored. It appears that the specifications
were offered to industry, but no company came forth
wanting to build the craft, which was a special project of
Gen. William Mitchell.

The GA-X, to gain the Air Service designation GA-1,
was of standard construction but made a very large use of
armor plate that was needed for its trench-strafing mission
and what made the design even odder is that the gunners
were carried in the armored engine nacelles (each mount-
ing two pusher Liberty V-12s of 435-hp each). The pilot
and gunners peered at the world through shutters in the

armor plate. The pilot had control of a 37mm cannon
while eight Lewis guns fired at various angles. The

prototype staggered into the air on 26 May
1920. Hugely underpowered with immense

built-in drag, Boeing was awarded a con-
tract for 20 machines but just ten were
built and they equipped the unique 3rd

Attack Group at Kelly Field (being delivered by
train!). It is not known if all ten were actually
flown or even if all were equipped with full
armament. Performance was so awful that they

w e r e
soon withdrawn

and scrapped by 1926.
The GA-1 was followed at

about the same time by the GA-2
which was a single-engine


